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The construction industry is going through a digital revolution that is changing construction sites and in

the future is predicted to look drastically different with autonomous machinery and drones, virtual reality

and equipment and other digital innovations a common sight. This is not the introduction of technology for

technology’s sake but to help the industry deal with some of its key challenges. Electronic Media Services

(EMS) through its long history of working with partners in the construction industry knows it has and

continues to find change and in particular digital change difficult.

For this digitalisation to take place the construction industry requires reliable, secure and high performing

voice and data wireless network connectivity and for the people, plant, equipment and materials across

their construction site to be connected to this network to provide lots of data. In most workplaces these

core services are seen as a basic utility available to all but not within the construction industry for their

work sites. Therefore, the sort of network connectivity that a Long Term Evolution (LTE) or 5G private

mobile network can offer.

With the help of COMIT Project, EMS in this white paper has collated these key challenges and identified

14 key challenges. The mapping of these challenges generates 48 individual construction use cases that

can utilise the enhanced connectivity that an LTE or 5G private mobile network can offer. The paper maps
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the use cases that utilise an LTE or 5G private mobile network against key challenges to show how

technology can help remove or alleviate these challenges so that the industry can build faster, with fewer

people and reduce costly errors.
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INTRODUCTION

Historically, construction and technology have had a chequered history with the construction sector being

one of the last ones to adopt digitalisation (McKinsey). It would be unfair to position construction

companies as luddites as most are generally innovative organisations and quick to adopt useful

technologies.The construction is hampered by a cyclical market and being project-centric, a constant

need to keep overheads low. Fundamental issues that have been holding back and slowing down

adoption within the construction industry have been the poor Wi-Fi and 4G accessibility on building sites

which has inhibited their use of data. Additionally, the challenges of cost and skills in an industry

operating on low margins has slowed the industries’ digitalisation.

IHS Markit in its 'The 5G Economy' report forecasts a $1,061bn economic boost to the construction and

mining sector via 5G. This is a very large number and inevitably a headline grabbing number that is

highlighted in many white papers around construction and 5G. Traditionally most white papers when

talking about the impact of private mobile networks for the construction industry focus predominantly on

either the headlining grabbing statistics around 5G such as that is 100 times faster theoretically than 4G,

it’s less than 1ms latency over an airlink etc or the futuristic use cases such as machinery automation,

robotics etc. They forgot about the benefits that LTE can offer and just focus on use cases,not the

challenges the construction industry faces.

The challenges that construction organisations face today on site are not generally going to be fixed by

adding in LTE/5G, remote control or automated machinery and robots. Therefore, in this white paper we

wanted to work backwards to the approach taken elsewhere by starting with the challenge and then map

this to a use case. Of course, this focuses on the here and now but by 2025-2030 5G, remote control or

automated machinery and robots, according to accenture, will be more relevant as computers may take

care of 80% of field engineers’ repetitive work.
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EMS has a long history of working with clients in the construction sector and helping them with their

onsite challenges. To date most of this work has been related to providing bonded DSL and LTE devices

using the public fixed and mobile networks to offer connectivity to on site temporary site offices. A recent

addition to the EMS product construction portfolio was its beable solution introduced during the

COVID-19 pandemic to help construction organisations and contractors on site with physical distancing

as well as interaction tracking with future applications for mental health and physical stress pattern

monitoring for happier healthier teams. With suicide in construction three times the national average, this

proof of concept is being met anticipation

CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY CHALLENGES

When we started writing a white paper around private mobile networks in

construction we spoke with our customers and partners in the construction

industry about key onsite challenges. We then mapped these to LTE and 5G

use cases. To undertake this work, we partnered with an existing partner

organisation, COMIT, due to its strong industry links and knowledge. COMIT's

mission is to improve understanding between the construction and technology industries and speed up

the adoption of innovative technologies in the construction sector. During this engagement we shortlisted

14 key challenges which are outlined in the below table in no particular order of importance.

Challenge

Managing safely

Managing people

Controlling plant and equipment (ISO 9001)

Preparing and keeping to programme to complete on time

Complying with the contract specification (drawings/design/contract requirements)

Complying to construction legislation

Managing materials (ISO 9001)

Avoiding damage to statutory undertakers’ equipment during excavation/installation

Getting the right information at the right time to the right people
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Keeping records – daily diaries/contemporary records/photographs

Appointing and managing subcontractors

The weather

Protecting and managing the environment (ISO 14001)

Making a profit

Of course, this is not an exhaustive list of challenges the construction industry faces today but we are

confident through the engagement with COMIT that these are the critical ones that cover the differing

construction markets from large earth works to commercial/residential to one-off large-scale infrastructure

projects, for example High Speed Rail 2.
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The mapping of these challenges generated 48 construction use cases that can utilise the enhanced

connectivity that a LTE or 5G private mobile network can offer. Fundamentally this private mobile network

offers construction organisations three core services for these use cases that are outlined in the table

below in no order of importance. What is interesting is that these core services would be something that

we have come to assume as a basic everyday utility in a workplace.

Core services

Reliable and secure voice communication cover across the whole site

Reliable, secure, and high performing data connectivity cover across the whole site

Lots and lots of data from people, plant, equipment, material etc across the whole site
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TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS AND APPLICATIONS

An analysis of use cases highlights that once you have a reliable, secure, and high performing private

mobile network in place itallows construction organisations to deploy other advanced technology

solutions and applications. Reliable, secure, and high performing private mobile networks provide the

necessary foundation connectivity layer that technology solutions and applications can run on. These

technology solutions and applications are key for most of the 48 use cases identified. The below table

outlined these technology solutions and applications and are listed in no order of importance.

Solution

Internet of things (IoT)

Long Term Evolution (LTE)

Artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML)

360/4K/8K video

Cloud

Augmented reality/mixed reality (AR/MR)

Drones

Digital twins

Real-time data analytics

Vision control systems
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MAPPING CHALLENGES TO USE CASES

In this section we map those challenges previously identified to LTE and 5G use cases available in a

private mobile network. As previously stated, several use cases are shared across multiple challenges so

you will note a large number of duplications of use cases across these challenges. For some of the

challenges some additional explanation has been provided to elaborate on the specific focus area.

Challenge 1 - managing safely

This challenge focuses on managing safely related to the standards HASAW

1974 and ISO 180001 covering keeping people safe at all times, inductions to

work on project for new starters, setting up safe systems of work (method

statements/risk assessments/daily briefings), keeping the public safe at work

interfaces and setting up a system to manage traffic/pedestrians. The use cases

outlined below cover all these areas.

● Enhanced security and emergency capability as sites can have increased surveillance through

the addition of wireless 4K/8K CCTV, the ability to easily increase the number of CCTV devices

and the flexibility to install them anywhere they are needed. Thus, better preparing the site for

incident responses, enhanced visibility, and real-time insight into situations. Also, the addition and

relocation of CCTV will be much easier as the site expands

● Automated drones controlled via a 5G network can be used to investigate perimeter breaches,

workers working in areas that they should be, provide ongoing safety surveys etc

● Wireless CCTV, sensors, and surveillance systems to monitor high-risk and dangerous areas or

work activity

● Safety can be greatly improved across sites using artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning

(ML) specifically AI and ML assisted voice and video analytics to alert about unsafe activity,

behaviours etc

● Videos rather than static images can help streamline inspections, safety audits, and safety

compliance where data capture is automated, continues through various sources, and is

analysed in real-time using AI and machine learning to power the site's predictive analytical

engine that reports potential areas of risk before issues arise

● Creation of a digital twin map of the construction site in real time that will identify high-risk areas,

as well as the positioning of workers and machinery within the worksite safely

● The use of robots that serve as security or undertaking work in dangerous site locations

● Cloud tele-operated unmanned cranes, excavators, bulldozers, trucks etc thus removing workers

from working in dangerous locations
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● Internet of things (IoT) sensors can improve safety by tracking individuals’ safety compliance

through smart vests, helmets, and shoes

● IoT sensors can track workers, traffic and pedestrians to optimize flows, offer personalised

information to them and automatically raise alarms when transit times rise, alarms when people

are not following the agreed routes or going in areas that they should be – exclusion zones

● Asset tracking for plant and equipment to help staff locate equipment rapidly in an emergency

● Reliable, prioritised and secure operational mission critical voice and data communications allow

the real-time streaming of video from body cams

● Using 360-degree 4K/8K streaming and quick response (QR) code scanning from wireless video

cameras to enable deploying digital induction tracking which improves risk management by

automating the process of ensuring every person on-site has completed safety training.

Challenge 2 - managing people

For construction organisations getting the right skills is a real challenge – around

training for the tasks ahead, retaining staff and workforce and establishing an

environment that is safe and comfortable to work in. These use cases focus on

assisting with upskilling onsite and how technology can potentially help

mitigate/compensate for missing onsite skills.

● Using Augmented reality (AR) or mixed reality (MR) for onsite training

● Swapping paper and tablet-based technical manuals for 360-degree visualisations

● Holographic building visualisation which comprises mixed-reality smart glasses worn on-site to

render a virtual model of the building or elements of the construction process, such as

holographic structural steel, framing, or electrical schematics to help with training, for example

Microsoft’s Hololens.

Challenge 3 - controlling plant and equipment (ISO 9001)

Construction organisations often find it difficult to consistently ensure plant and

equipment comply with legislation and are maintained and ready for work. There is

not much technology can do around meeting legislation but it can offer multiple

options for improving the readiness of plant and equipment available for work.

● Sensors on plant and equipment connected to an AI platform to predict when maintenance is

required on mission critical equipment

● Asset tracking for plant and equipment to help monitor equipment stock levels
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● Sensors on the plant and equipment to help understand how often machinery is used to manage

better resources and capacity and improve asset scheduling

● Asset tracking for plant and equipment to help staff locate equipment rapidly in an emergency

● Creation of a digital twin map of the construction site in real time that will help with the correct

positioning of plant and equipment safely on the worksite.
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Challenge 4 - preparing and keeping the programme to complete on time

That 70% of infrastructure projects delivered late is an important issue for the

construction industry and something that they are very keen to fix. Technology that

utilises a secure, reliable and high performing 5G network can play a key role in

helping with this, improving industry performance in this area.

● Improving remote and real-time analytics by allowing vision control systems

to spot deviations in material, machinery, structures etc quickly

● Construction status and reporting can now rely on the use of computer visualisation to

understand the work and automatically update progress on the project

● Digital twins to significantly speed innovation and up the construction process as remote teams in

different parts of the country to connect, collaborate and interact using a virtual 3D world of the

site

● Enhanced site operations powered by AI and real-time data analytics that work seamlessly with

connected assets and workers to monitor, control, optimise and adjust site parameters in real

time

● Real-time design display that enables workers onsite to make changes to digital blueprints in real

time and display on tablets

● Reliable, prioritised, and secure operational mission critical voice and data communications via

LTE Push-To-Talk (PTT) to support the constant communication that is required between the

various stakeholders within the site, and from the site office to home-office and as well as offices

of other partners involved in the projects.
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Challenges 5 & 6 - complying with the contract specification and construction

legislation

Like most industries, compliance is a constant headache. In the construction industry

in particular, the key compliance challenges are around contract specification related

to drawings, design, and contract requirements and construction legislation. Please

note that all the above six use cases outlined in the above challenge 4 are also

applicable for challenges 5 and 6 as well as the additional ones on top of these as

outlined below.

● Using smart sensors fixed to rebar and embedded in concrete aggregate to send data to the

cloud where it can be subject to rapid and in-depth analysis so the contractor can determine

whether concrete is poured correctly and track any shifting of concrete over time

● Holographic building visualisation which comprises AR/MR smart glasses worn on-site to render

a virtual model of the building or elements of the construction process, such as holographic

structural steel, framing, or electrical schematics

● Combining AR/MR with Building Information Modelling (BIM) to provide additional information

such as task planning, material costs, or the characteristics of the different construction elements

to the animation generated by AR and VR services. This can then be used to make the

scheduling of building tasks easier, reducing the probability of making execution errors, spot any

deficiencies, deviations and differences and help track quality assurance and quality control

issues

● Videos rather than static images can help streamline compliance with data capture automated,

continues through various sources, and is analysed in real-time with AI and machine learning

becoming the predictive analytical engine that reports potential areas of non-compliance risk

before issues arise.
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Challenge 7 - managing materials (ISO 9001)

Ensuring materials meet the specification upon procurement / ordering / delivery /

storage and ensuring materials are installed to meet quality standards is an

ongoing challenge for the construction industry. Technologies such as IoT and

video analytics using a 5G network can provide the data to improve management

of materials on a site.

● Improving remote and real-time analytics by allowing vision control systems to spot deviations in

materials quickly such quality, volume, spec, condition etc

● IoT to help with material inventory

● Wireless download of telematics data from a delivery truck entering or leaving the site such as

truck locations, materials being carried, material conditions, driver status etc

● Real-time full video capture of materials being loaded or unloading, how much, what material,

and what the inventory is and through cloud-based applications, the video feed could instantly be

processed into real-time 360-degree asset models that enable the site to determine the optimal

positioning, path, and timing of movement of these materials.

Challenge 8 - avoiding damage to statutory undertakers’ equipment during

excavation/installation

With fines of more than £2500 for any damage and the additional cost to the

construction site in terms of the delays, it is important that the site owners avoid

damage to statutory undertakers’ equipment during any excavation or installation.

Technology can play a key role in helping lower the risk in this area.

● Improving remote and real-time analytics by allowing vision control systems to spot deviations

quickly during excavation/installation

● Enhanced site operations powered by AI and real-time data analytics that work seamlessly with

connected assets and workers to monitor, control, optimize and adjust site parameters in real

time

● CCTV and analytics of the data coming from these cameras provides the site control centre

personnel with visibility across the site

● Drones used to monitor during excavation/installation enable real-time video sharing and

analytics

● Remote or automated precision monitoring and control of machinery during

excavation/installation
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Challenge 9 - getting the right information at the right time to the right people

Since the 1990s, construction productivity has declined in some markets, often

resulting in relatively low financial returns for construction firms because large

projects take 20% longer to finish than scheduled and go over budget by an

average of 80% (McKinsey). Therefore, improving getting the right information at

the right time to the right people will help the construction industry improve its on

time and on budget delivery.

● Reliable, prioritised and secure operational mission critical voice and data communications via

LTE PTT allowing connection to secure ruggedised devices  on site or site office devices

● Ruggedised devices providing 360-degree visualisations

● Holographic building visualisation which comprises AR/MR smart glasses worn on-site to render

a virtual model of the building or elements of the construction process, such as holographic

structural steel, framing, or electrical schematics

● Combining AR/MR with BIM to provide additional information such as task planning, material

costs, or the characteristics of the different construction elements to the animation generated by

AR and VR services. This can then be used to make the scheduling of building tasks easier,

reducing the probability of making execution errors, spot any deficiencies, deviations and

differences and help track quality assurance and quality control issues

● Enhanced video services help organizations inexpensively deploy technology to quickly capture,

organize and analyse massive volumes of video information to provide reassurance to the owner

as well as an on-demand transparent view of the project at any particular moment in time. It also

reduces the need for some teams to even visit the construction site

● Creation of a digital twin map of the construction site in real time
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Challenge 10 - keeping records – daily diaries/contemporary

records/photographs

Like many other industries the construction industry views keeping records as an

activity that takes resources away from their main day to day work. It is also often

an activity that is often done retrospectively and only gives a snapshot of the site at

that point in time and not in real time. Technology utilising a private mobile network

can:

● Reliable, prioritised and secure operational mission critical voice and data communications allow

sites to digitalise existing processes and “mundane administrative tasks”

● Reliable, prioritised and secure operational mission critical voice and data communications allow

the streaming of video from body cams so records can be automatically updated in real-time

● Help with material inventory using IoT

● Enables organisations to inexpensively deploy technology to quickly capture, organize and

analyse massive volumes of video information that can help streamline inspections, punch lists,

audits, safety audits, as-builts, and compliance using video services

● Rely on the use of computer visualisation for project status and reporting and automatically

update progress on the project

● Roam across the site constantly to record automatically changes to the site using photographs,

video and 360-degree mapping cameras using automated drones and vehicles

● Automatically record changes to site using static 4K/8K/360-degree cameras that can be flexibly

placed on the site wherever needed
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Challenge 11 - appointing and managing subcontractors

There is nothing that a 5G network can help construction organisations do to

appoint subcontractors, but it can assist with improving the efficiency in the

day to day management of subcontractors to not only remove some

management overhead but allow them to work more efficiently.

● Videos rather than static images can streamline inspecting of a subcontractors work onsite where

data capture is automated, continues through various sources, and is analysed in real-time using

AI and machine learning to report subcontractor work progress, work quality etc

● Swapping paper and tablet-based technical manuals used by subcontractors for 360-degree

visualisations and real-time design display to assist communication of what work is needed to

subcontractors

● Subcontractors reporting on work progress can now rely on the use of computer visualisation to

understand the work and automatically update progress on the project

● Enhanced site operations powered by AI and real-time data video analytics that work seamlessly

help monitor subcontractor and optimise real time their work

Challenge 12 - the weather

Obviously, there is no way that construction organisations have access to

technology to control the weather or the supercomputers that can predict with

more accuracy the weather. This is not generally available to construction

organisations but there is technology available that today can assist with

improving site process management and operations to minimise the impact of weather.

● The digitalisation and automation of construction processes management around weather

impacted processes such as concrete setting

● Enhanced site operations powered by IoT, AI real-time data analytics and vision control systems

that work seamlessly with site monitors, connected assets and workers to monitor, control,

optimise and adjust when to stop or start work due to weather conditions

● CCTV and analytics of the data coming from these cameras provides the site control centre

personnel more visibility across the site
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Challenge 13 - protecting and managing the environment (ISO 14001)

As with society the construction industry is equally charged with protecting

and managing the environment. The largest impact can be made in the

material and supply chain. For example, for every ton of concrete produced a

ton of CO2 is generated. However, technology can help protect and manage

the environment on the construction site. Sensor and video-based technology

for example can help with meeting legislation compliance around removal

and disposing of waste materials and wastewater as well as helping monitor

the site environment from noise/ dust/vibration.

● The use of IoT sensors to measure parameters such as the amount of waste accumulated or the

levels of carbon dioxide or nitrogen dioxide in the environment.

● Reducing their carbon footprint by making sites ‘smart’ by connecting machinery, lighting,

portable building etc through the use of IoT devices that can be used to monitor how often the

machinery, space etc is used and ensure that energy is only used where it is needed

● Using sensors, CCTV and analytics of the data coming from these devices provides the site

control centre personnel more visibility across the site of any excessive noise, dust and vibration

in real-time so a site can take action more quickly to deal with the issue
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Challenge 14 - making a profit

Construction organisations need to make a profit so any additional investment and

costs in the delivery of any use cases outlined above needs to bring construction

organisations CAPEX and OPEX benefits. This financial benefit needs to not only

be well above any additional investment and costs but also very clear and

transparent and more importantly have some direct monetary value associated with

the implementation of the use case.

From a review of the use cases, 21 individual CAPEX and OPEX benefits were identified as several use

cases sharing the same CAPEX and OPEX benefit. The CAPEX and OPEX benefits can be summarised

into a number of key generic benefit groupings. These have been outlined below.

● Reducing and lowering costs

● Increased efficiency

● Enhanced operations

● Reducing delays and downtime

● Reducing the chance of fines and lower fines

It is clear from the above that the largest CAPEX and OPEX benefits of introducing LTE/5G private

mobile networks to a construction site come from dealing with some of the inherent inefficiencies within

the construction industry. Of the CAPEX and OPEX benefits identified below two thirds relate to some

form of ‘reducing’ in terms of either costs, delays, downtime, or fines. There is no doubt that introducing

LTE/5G private mobile networks onto construction sites has a clear commercial viability and thus brings

financial benefit to construction organisations.
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● The additional CAPEX and OPEX benefit of;

○ More efficient use of assets, materials and workers

○ Reduced training time

○ Reduced unplanned downtime due to faulty machinery

○ Reduced lost time due to on site safety issue

○ Increased efficiency via better site and offsite team visibility/connection, collaboration and

interaction

○ Increased efficiency and lower costs as less time needed to the project owner updated

and the reduced need for some teams to visit the construction site

○ Enhanced site operations compliance with the contract requirements and construction

legislation

○ Increased efficiency through enhanced scheduling of building tasks and lower execution

errors

○ Reduced delays and costs as material orders placed on time and on site when needed

○ Reduced delays and cost overruns due to improved quality assurance and quality control

○ Increased efficiency via enhanced construction processes management, digitalisation of

existing processes and ‘mundane administrative tasks’

○ Reduced costs by less over stocking of materials, machinery, people etc

○ Reduced cost due to site reduced theft of plant, equipment and material

○ Reduced unplanned downtime due lack of, incorrect specification/quality or faulty

materials, machinery etc

○ Reduced costs and lost time to repair damage to statutory undertakers’ equipment during

excavation/installation

○ Reduced lost time due to weather

○ Increased efficiency through improved management of weather impacted processes

○ Reduced costs due to lower energy usage

○ Easier to meet environmental site CO2 targets

○ Reduced chance of fines and lower fines for breaches and better relations with local

residence as excessive noise, dust and vibration is caught earlier

○ Reduce operational costs by improving and streamlining back-office operations and

processes such as inspections, punch lists, audits, safety audits, as-builts, and

compliance
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CONCLUSION

Digitalisation can have transformational benefits to the construction industry but also to the local

community and wider environment in general. Accenture have investigated the benefits in general an

industry can experience through digitalisation. Their research found that on average an industry has

experienced up to a 50% uplift in productivity, an 80% decrease in re-work and around a 10% boost in

profits. If digitalisation can bring anywhere that needs these levels of benefit to the construction industry,

this could bring a seismic effect to it and help it finally deal with some of its fundamental challenges such

as delays, overspend, contractor communication, fines etc. It is clear from the use cases outlined for

each of the key challenges that the construction industry faces that there are technology solutions to

either fully or partially elevate them. Therefore, we make the following recommendations to key decision

makers within the construction industry.

● For this digitalisation to take place construction sites need put in place reliable, secure, and high

performing voice and data connectivity across all parts of the construction site which will provide

the foundation for this digitalisation

● Do not rely on either public mobile networks or Wi-Fi to be able to provide the reliable, secure

and high performing voice and data connectivity across all parts of the construction site but

instead use LTE/5G as OFCOM has made low cost spectrum available in the UK for use for

private mobile networks and there is developing ecosystem of vendors to use to build these

networks

● For the business case consider multiple use cases as a LTE/5G private mobile network can

provide the single ubiquitous voice and data network coverage across all parts of the

construction site
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● Work with a system integrator that understands the construction industry and LTE/5G private

mobile networks so that they can provide the seamless integration between the network

providing the connectivity, the construction industry plant, equipment, devices etc and backend

systems and applications
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About EMS: EMS is a mobile broadband pioneer and develops and markets cloud-managed distributed

SD-WAN and Edge AI Computing solutions. OptiBond® SD-WAN software uses i-MO® (Intelligent Mobile

Office) edge devices combining multiple data connections, including 4G, 5G and Satellite, to provide a

secure reliable data connection for remote devices. OptiEdge.AI™ platform provides real-time actionable

insights, especially where the data connection from the edge to the cloud is slow or unreliable. EMS has

a team of hardware and software engineers with expertise in 4G/5G, Satellite communications, AI/ML,

embedded systems and application development. We have developed and own IP in SD-WAN, Cloud,

Edge Computing and Edge AI. www.ems-uk.com

For more information contact sales@ems-uk.com
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